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model. Using the original data features from the full video sequence and their perturbed
counterparts, as two separate bags, we develop a binary classification problem that learns
a set of discriminative hyperplanes - as a subspace - that will separate the two bags from
each other. This subspace is then used as a descriptor for the video, dubbed discriminative
subspace pooling. As the perturbed features belong to data classes that are likely to be
confused with the original features, the discriminative subspace will characterize parts of
the feature space that are more representative of the original data, and thus may provide
robust video representations. To learn such descriptors, we formulate a subspace learning
objective on the Stiefel manifold and resort to Riemannian optimization methods for solving
it efficiently. We provide experiments on several video datasets and demonstrate state-of-the-
art results.
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Abstract. Adversarial perturbations are noise-like patterns that can
subtly change the data, while failing an otherwise accurate classifier. In
this paper, we propose to use such perturbations for improving the ro-
bustness of video representations. To this end, given a well-trained deep
model for per-frame video recognition, we first generate adversarial noise
adapted to this model. Using the original data features from the full video
sequence and their perturbed counterparts, as two separate bags, we de-
velop a binary classification problem that learns a set of discriminative
hyperplanes – as a subspace – that will separate the two bags from each
other. This subspace is then used as a descriptor for the video, dubbed
discriminative subspace pooling. As the perturbed features belong to data
classes that are likely to be confused with the original features, the dis-
criminative subspace will characterize parts of the feature space that are
more representative of the original data, and thus may provide robust
video representations. To learn such descriptors, we formulate a subspace
learning objective on the Stiefel manifold and resort to Riemannian op-
timization methods for solving it efficiently. We provide experiments on
several video datasets and demonstrate state-of-the-art results.

1 Introduction

Deep learning has enabled significant advancements in several areas of computer
vision; however, the sub-area of video-based recognition continues to be elusive.
In comparison to image data, the volumetric nature of video data makes it sig-
nificantly more difficult to design models that can remain within the limitations
of existing hardware and the available training datasets. Typical ways to adapt
image-based deep models to videos are to resort to recurrent deep architectures
or use three-dimensional spatio-temporal convolutional filters [8, 50, 42]. Due to
hardware limitations, the 3D filters cannot be arbitrarily long. As a result, they
usually have fixed temporal receptive fields (of a few frames) [50]. While recur-
rent networks, such as LSTM and GRU, have shown promising results on video
tasks [60, 33, 3], training them is often difficult, and so far their performance
has been inferior to models that look at parts of the video followed by a late
fusion [8, 41].

? Work done while interning at MERL.
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Fig. 1. A graphical illustration of our discriminative subspace pooling with adversarial
noise. For every video sequence (as CNN features), our scheme generates a positive bag
(with these features) and a negative bag by adding adversarial perturbations to the
features. Next, we learn discriminative temporally-ordered hyperplanes that separate
the two bags. We use orthogonality constraints on these hyperplanes and use them as
representations for the video. As such representations belong to a Stiefel manifold, we
use a classifier on this manifold for video recognition.

While, better CNN architectures, such as the recent I3D framework [8], is es-
sential for pushing the state-of-the-art on video tasks, it is also important to have
efficient representation learning schemes that can capture the long-term temporal
video dynamics from predictions generated by a temporally local model. Recent
efforts in this direction, such as rank pooling, temporal segment networks and
temporal relation networks [55, 10, 22, 18, 21, 5, 45], aim to incorporate temporal
dynamics over clip-level features. However, such models often ignore the noise
in the videos, and use representations that adhere to a plausible criteria. For
example, in the rank pooling scheme [10, 22, 21, 5, 20], it is assumed that the
features from each frame are temporally-ordered, and learns a representation
that preserves such order – however without accounting for whether the learned
representation fits to data foreground or background.

In this paper, we present a novel pooling framework for temporally-ordered
feature summarization. In contrast to prior works, we assume that per-frame
video features consist of noisy parts that could confuse a classifier in a down-
stream task, such as for example, action recognition. A robust representation, in
this setting, will be one that could avoid the classifier from using these vulnerable
features for making predictions. However, finding these features is challenging
as well. To this end, we resort to some intuitions made in a few works recently
in the area of adversarial perturbations [34, 36, 35, 56]. Such perturbations are
noise-like patterns that, when added to data, can fail an otherwise well-trained
highly accurate classifier. Such perturbations are usually subtle, and in image
recognition tasks, are quasi-imperceptible to a human. It was shown in several
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recent works that such noise can be learned from data. Specifically, by taking
gradient ascent on a minimizing learning objective, one can produce such pertur-
bations that will push the data points to the class boundaries, thereby making
the classifier to mis-classify. Given that the strength (norm) of this noise is often
bounded, it is highly likely that such noise will find minimum strength patterns
that select features that are most susceptible to mis-classification. To this end,
we use the recent universal adversarial perturbation generation scheme [35].

Once the perturbations are learned (and fixed) for the dataset, we use it to
learn robust representations for the video. To this end, for features from every
frame, we make two bags, one consisting of the original features, while the other
one consisting of features perturbed by noise. Next, we learn a discriminative hy-
perplane that separates the bags in a max-margin framework. Such a hyperplane,
which in our case is produced by a primal support vector machine (SVM), finds
decision boundaries that could well-separate the bags; the resulting hyperplane
is a single vector and is a weighted combination of all the data points in the bags.
Given that the data features are non-linear, and given that a kernelized SVM
might not scale well with sequence lengths, we propose to instead use multiple
hyperplanes for the classification task, by stacking several such hyperplanes into
a column matrix. We propose to use this matrix as our data representation for
the video sequence.

However, there is a practical problem with our descriptor; each such descrip-
tor is local to its respective sequences and thus may not be comparable between
videos. To this end, we make additional restrictions on the hyperplanes – regu-
larizing them to be orthogonal, resulting in our representation being subspaces.
Such subspaces mathematically belong to the so-called Stiefel manifold [6]. We
formulate a novel objective on this manifold for learning such subspaces on video
features. Further, as each feature is not independent of the previous ones, we
make additional temporal constraints. We provide efficient Riemannian opti-
mization algorithms for solving our objective, specifically using the Riemannian
conjugate gradient scheme that has been used in several other recent works [10,
25, 28]. Our overall pipeline is graphically illustrated in Figure 1.

We present experiments on three video recognition tasks, namely (i) action
recognition, (ii) dynamic texture recognition, and (iii) 3D skeleton based action
recognition. On all the experiments, we show that our scheme leads to state-of-
the-art results, often improving the accuracy between 3–14%.

Before moving on, we summarize the main contributions of this work:

– We introduce adversarial perturbations into the video recognition setting for
learning robust video representations.

– We formulate a binary classification problem to learn temporally-ordered
discriminative subspaces that separate the data features from their perturbed
counterparts.

– We provide efficient Riemannian optimization schemes for solving our objec-
tive on the Stiefel manifold.

– Our experiments on three datasets demonstrate state-of-the-art results.
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2 Related work

Traditional video learning methods use hand-crafted features (from a few frames)
– such as dense trajectories, HOG, HOF, etc. [52] – to capture the appearance
and the video dynamics, and summarize them using a bag-of-words represen-
tation or more elegantly using Fisher vectors [38]. With the success of deep
learning methods, feeding video data as RGB frames, optical flow subsequences,
RGB differences, or 3D skeleton data directly into CNNs is preferred. One suc-
cessful such approach is the two-stream model (and its variants) [42, 18, 17, 27]
that use video segments (of a few frames) to train deep models, the predictions
from the segments are fused via average pooling to generate a video level predic-
tion. There are also extensions of this approach that directly learn models in an
end-to-end manner [17]. While, such models are appealing to capture the video
dynamics, it demands memory for storing the intermediate feature maps of the
entire sequence, which may be impractical for long sequences. Recurrent mod-
els [2, 13, 14, 31, 46, 57] have been explored for solving this issue, that can learn
to filter useful information while streaming the videos through them, but they
are often found difficult to train [37]; perhaps due to the need to back-propagate
over time. Using 3D convolutional kernels [8, 50] is another idea that proves to be
promising, but bring along more parameters. The above architectures are usually
trained for improving the classification accuracy, however, do not consider the
robustness of their internal representations – accounting for which may improve
their generalizability to unseen test data. To this end, we explore the vulnera-
ble factors in a model (via generating adversarial perturbations [35]), and learn
representations that are resilient to such factors in a network-agnostic manner.

Our main inspiration comes from the recent work of Moosavi et al. [35] that
show the existence of quasi-imperceptible image perturbations that can fool a
well-trained CNN model. They provide a systematic procedure to learn such
perturbations in an image-agnostic way. In Xie et al. [56], such perturbations are
used to improve the robustness of an object detection system. Similar ideas have
been explored in [34, 36, 58]. In Sun et al. [48], a latent model is used to explicitly
localize discriminative video segments. In Chang et al. [9], a semantic pooling
scheme is introduced for localizing events in untrimmed videos. While these
schemes share similar motivation as ours, the problem setup and formulations
are entirely different.

On the representation learning front of our contribution, there are a few
prior pooling schemes that are similar in the sense that they also use the param-
eters of an optimization functional as a representation. The most related work
is rank-pooling and its variants [22, 21, 20, 47, 4, 11, 53] that use a rank-SVM for
capturing the video temporal evolution. Similar to ours, Cherian et al. [10] pro-
pose to use a subspace to represent video sequences. However, none of these
methods ensure if the temporal-ordering constraints capture useful video con-
tent or capture some temporally-varying noise. To overcome this issue, Wang et
al [54] proposes a representation using the decision boundaries of a support vec-
tor machine classifier that separates data features from independently sampled
noise. In this paper, we revisit this problem in the setting of data dependent
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noise generation via an adversarial noise design and learns a non-linear deci-
sion boundary using Riemannian optimization; our learned representations per
sequence are more expressive and leads to significant performance benefits.

3 Proposed Method

Let us assume X = 〈x1, x2, ..., xn〉 be a sequence of video features, where xi ∈ Rd
represents the feature from the i-th frame. We use ‘frame’ in a loose sense; it
could mean a single RGB frame or a sequence of a few RGB or optical flow frames
(as in the two stream [43] or the I3D architectures [8]) or a 3D skeleton. The fea-
ture representation xi could be the outputs from intermediate layers of a CNN.
As alluded to in the introduction, our key idea is the following. We look forward
to an effective representation of X that is (i) compact, (ii) preserves character-
istics that are beneficial for the downstream task (such as video dynamics), and
(iii) efficient to compute. Recent methods such as generalized rank pooling [10]
have similar motivations and propose a formulation that learns compact tem-
poral descriptors that are closer to the original data in `2 norm. However, such
a reconstructive objective may also capture noise, thus leading to sub-optimal
performance. Instead, we take a different approach. Specifically, we assume to
have access to some noise features Z = {z1, z2, ..., zm}, each zi ∈ Rd. Let us
call X the positive bag, with a label y = +1 and Z the negative bag with label
y = −1. Our main goal is to find a discriminative hyperplane that separates the
two bags; these hyperplanes can then be used as the representation for the bags.

An obvious question is how such a hyperplane can be a good data represen-
tation? To answer this, let us consider the following standard SVM formulation
with a single discriminator w ∈ Rd:

min
w,ξ≥0

1

2
‖w‖2 +

∑
θ∈X∪Z

[
max(0, 1− y(θ)w>θ + ξθ) + Cξθ

]
, (1)

where with a slight abuse of notation, we assume y(θ) ∈ {+1,−1} is the label of
θ, ξ are the slack variables, and C is a regularization constant on the slacks. Given
the positive and negative bags, the above objective learns a linear classification
boundary that could separate the two bags with a classification accuracy of say
γ. If the two bags are easily separable, then the number of support vectors used
to construct the separating hyperplane might be a few and thus may not capture
a weighted combination of a majority of the points in the bags - as a result, the
learned hyperplane would not be representative of the bags. However, if the
negative bag Z is suitably selected and we demand a high γ, we may turn (1)
into a difficult optimization problem and would demand the solver to overfit
the decision boundary to the bags; this overfitting creates a significantly better
summarized representation, as it may need to span a larger portion of the bags
to satisfy the γ accuracy.1 This overfitting of the hyperplane is our key idea,

1 Here regularization parameter C is mainly assumed to help avoid outliers.
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Input: Feature points xij , Network weighting W , fooling rate ψ, cross entropy
loss with softmax funtion f(.), normalization operator N(.).

Output: Adversarial noise vector ε.
Initialization: ε← 0.
repeat

∆ε← arg minr ‖r‖2 −
∑

ij f(W>(xij),W
>(xij + ε+ r));

ε← N(ε+∆ε);

until Accuracy ≤ 1− ψ;
return v

Algorithm 1: Optimization step for solving adversarial noise.

that allows to avoid using data features that are susceptible to perturbations,
while summarizing the rest.

There are two key challenges to be addressed in developing such a represen-
tation, namely (i) an appropriate noise distribution for the negative bag, and
(ii) a formulation to learn the separating hyperplanes. We explore and address
these challenges below.

3.1 Finding Noise Patterns

As alluded to above, having good noise distributions that help us identify the
vulnerable parts of the feature space is important for our scheme to perform
well. To this end, we resort to the recent idea of universal adversarial pertur-
bations (UAP) [35]. This scheme is dataset-agnostic and provides a systematic
and mathematically grounded formulation for generating adversarial noise that
when added to the original features is highly-likely to mis-classify a pre-trained
classifier. Further, this scheme is computationally efficient and requires less data
for building relatively generalizable universal perturbations.

Precisely, suppose X denotes our dataset, let h be a CNN trained on X such
that h(x) for x ∈ X is a class label predicted by h. Universal perturbations are
noise vectors ε found by solving the following objective:

min
ε
‖ε‖ s.t. h(x+ ε) 6= h(x),∀x ∈ X , (2)

where ‖ε‖ is a suitable normalization on ε such that its magnitude remains small,
and thus will not change x significantly. In [35], it is argued that this norm-bound
restricts the optimization problem in (2) to look for the minimal perturbation
ε that will move the data points towards the class boundaries; i.e., selecting
features that are most vulnerable – which is precisely the type of noise we need
in our representation learning framework.

To this end, we extend the scheme described in [35], to our setting. Differently
to their work, we aim to learn a UAP on high-level CNN features as detailed
in Alg. 1 above, where the xij refers to the ith frame in the jth video. We use
the classification accuracy before and after adding the noise as our optimization
criteria as captured by maximizing the cross-entropy loss.
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3.2 Discriminative Subspace Pooling

Once a “challenging” noise distribution is chosen, the next step is to find a
summarization technique for the given video features. While one could use a
simple discriminative classifier, such as described in (1) to achieve this, such
a linear classifier might not be sufficiently powerful to separate the potentially
non-linear CNN features and their adversarial perturbations. An alternative is
to resort to non-linear decision boundaries using a kernelized SVM; however
that may make our approach less scalable and poses challenges for end-to-end
learning. Thus, we look forward to a representation within the span of data
features, while having more capacity for separating non-linear features.

Our main idea is to use a subspace of discriminative directions (as against a
single one as in (1)) for separating the two bags such that every feature xi is clas-
sified by at least one of the hyperplanes to the correct class label. Such a scheme
can be looked upon as an approximation to a non-linear decision boundary by
a set of linear ones, each one separating portions of the data. Mathematically,
suppose W ∈ Rd×p is a matrix with each hyperplane as its columns, then we
seek to optimize:

min
W,ξ

Ω(W ) +
∑

θ∈X∪Z

[
max

(
0, 1−max

(
y(θ)�W>θ

)
− ξθ

)
+ Cξθ

]
, (3)

where y is a vector with the label y repeated p times along its rows. The quan-
tity Ω is a suitable regularization for W , of which one possibility is to use
Ω(W ) = W>W = Ip, in which case W spans a p dimensional subspace of Rd.
Enforcing such subspace constraints (orthonormality) on these hyperplanes are
often empirically seen to demonstrate better performance as is also observed
in [10]. The operator � is the element-wise multiplication and the quantity
max(y(θ) �W>θ) captures the maximum value of the element-wise multipli-
cation, signifying that if at least one hyperplane classifies θ correctly, then the
hinge-loss will be zero.

Recall that we work with video data, and thus there are temporal character-
istics of this data modality that may need to be captured by our representation.
In fact, recent works show that such temporal ordering constraints indeed re-
sults in better performance, e.g., in action recognition [10, 21, 5, 4]. However,
one well-known issue with such ordered pooling techniques is that they im-
pose a global temporal order on all frames jointly. Such holistic ordering ignores
the repetitive nature of human actions, for example, in actions such as clap-
ping or hand-waving. As a result, it may lead the pooled descriptor to overfit
to non-repetitive features in the video data, which might be corresponding to
noise/background. Usually a slack variable is introduced in the optimization to
handle such repetitions, however its effectiveness is questionable. To this end, we
propose a simple temporal segmentation based ordering constraints, where we
first segment a video sequence into multiple non-overlapping temporal segments
T0, T1, ...Tbn/δc, and then enforce ordering constraints only within the segments.
We find the segment length δ as the minimum number of consecutive frames
that do not result in a repeat in the action features.
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With the subspace constraints on W and introducing temporal segment-
based ordering constraints on the video features, our complete order-constrained
discriminative subspace pooling optimization can be written as:

min
W>W=Ip,
ξ,ζ≥0

∑
θ∈X∪Z

[
max

(
0, 1−max

(
y(θ)�W>θ

)
− ξθ

)]
+C1

∑
θ∈X∪Z

ξθ +C2

∑
i<j

ζij , (4)

∥∥W>xi∥∥2 + 1 ≤
∥∥W>xj∥∥2 + ζij , i < j,∀(i, j) ∈ Tk,where (5)

Tk = {kδ + 1, kδ + 2, ...,min(n, (k + 1)δ)} ,∀k ∈ {0, 1, ..., bn/δc} (6)

δ = b∗ − a∗, where (a∗, b∗) = arg min
a,b>a

‖xa − xb‖ , (7)

where (5) captures the temporal order, while the last two equations define the
temporal segments, and computes the appropriate segment length δ, respectively.
Note that, the temporal segmentation part could be done offline, by using all
videos in the dataset, and selecting a δ which is the mean. In the next section,
we present a scheme for optimizing W by solving the objective in (4)and (5).

Once each video sequence is encoded by a subspace descriptor, we use a
classifier on the Stiefel manifold for recognition. Specifically, we use the standard
exponential projection metric kernel [10, 26] to capture the similarity between
two such representations, which are then classified using a kernelized SVM.

3.3 Efficient Optimization

The orthogonality constraints on W results in a non-convex optimization prob-
lem that may seem difficult to solve at first glance. However, note that such
subspaces belong to well-studied objects in differential geometry. Specifically,
they are elements of the Stiefel manifold S(d, p) (p subspaces in Rd), which are
a type of Riemannian manifolds with positive curvature [6]. There exists sev-
eral well-known optimization techniques for solving objectives defined on this
manifold [1], one efficient scheme is Riemannian conjugate gradient (RCG) [44].
This method is similar to the conjugate gradient scheme in Euclidean spaces,
except that in the case of curved-manifold-valued objects, the gradients should
adhere to the geometry (curvature) of the manifold (such as orthogonal columns
in our case), which can be achieved via suitable projection operations (called
exponential maps). However, such projections may be costly. Fortunately, there
are well-known approximate projection methods, termed retractions that could
achieve these projections efficiently without losing on the accuracy. Thus, tying
up all together, for using RCG on our problem, the only part that we need to
derive is the Euclidean gradient of our objective with respect to W . To this end,
rewriting (5) as a hinge loss on (4), our objective on W and its gradient are:

min
W∈S(d,p)

g(W ) :=
∑

θ∈X∪Z

[
max

(
0, 1−max

(
y(θ)�W>θ

)
− ξθ

)]
+

1

n(n− 1)

∑
i<j

max(0, 1 +
∥∥W>xi∥∥2 − ∥∥W>xj∥∥2 − ζij), (8)
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∂g

∂W
=

∑
θ∈X∪Z

A(W ; θ, y(θ)) +
1

n(n− 1)

∑
i<j

B(W ;xi, xj),where (9)

A(W ; θ, y(θ)) =

{
0, if max(y(θ)�W>θ − ξθ) ≥ 1
− [0d×r−1 y(θ)θ 0d×p−r] , r = arg maxq y(θ)�W>q θ, else

(10)

B(W ;xi, xj) =

{
0, if

∥∥W>xj∥∥2 ≥ 1 +
∥∥W>xi∥∥2 − ζij

2(xix
>
i − xjx>j )W, else.

(11)

In the definition of A(W ), we use W>q to denote the q-th column of W . To
reduce clutter in the derivations, we have avoided including the terms using
T . Assuming the matrices of the form xxT can be computed offline, on careful
scrutiny we see that the cost of gradient computations on each data pair is only
O(d2p) for B(W ) and O(dp) for the discriminative part A(W ). If we include
temporal segmentation with k segments, the complexity for B(W ) is O(d2p/k).

End-to-End Learning: The proposed scheme can be used in an end-to-end
CNN learning setup where the representations can be learned jointly with the
CNN weights. In this case, CNN backpropogation would need gradients with
respect to the solutions of an argmin problem defined in (4), which may seem
difficult. However, there exist well-founded techniques [12], [15][Chapter 5] to
address such problems, specifically in the CNN setting [23] and such techniques
can be directly applied to our setup. However, since gradient derivations using
these techniques will require review of some well-known theoretical results that
could be a digression from the course of this paper, we provide them in the
supplementary materials.

4 Experiments

In this section, we demonstrate the utility of our discriminative subspace pooling
(DSP) on several standard vision tasks (including action recognition, skeleton-
based video classification, and dynamic video understanding), and on diverse
CNN architectures such as ResNet-152, Temporal Convolutional Network (TCN),
and Inception-ResNet-v2. We implement our pooling scheme using the ManOpt
Matlab package [7] and use the RCG optimizer with the Hestenes-Stiefel’s [24]
update rule. We found that the optimization produces useful representations in
about 50 iterations and takes about 5 milli-seconds per frame on a single core
2.6GHz CPU. We set the slack regularization constant C = 1. As for the CNN
features, we used public code for the respective architectures to extract the fea-
tures. Generating the adversarial perturbation plays a key role in our algorithm,
as it is used to generate our negative bag for learning the discriminative hy-
perplanes. We follow the experimental setting in [35] to generate UAP noise for
each model by solving the energy function as depicted in Alg. 1. Differently from
[35], we generate the perturbation in the shape of the high level CNN feature
instead of an RGB image. We review below our the datasets, their evaluation
protocols, the CNN features next.
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4.1 Datasets, CNN Architectures, and Feature Extraction

HMDB-51 [29]: is a popular video benchmark for human action recognition,
consisting of 6766 Internet videos over 51 classes; each video is about 20 – 1000
frames. The standard evaluation protocol reports average classification accuracy
on three-folds. To extract features, we train a two-stream ResNet-152 model (as
in [42]) taking as input RGB frames (in the spatial stream) and a stack of optical
flow frames (in the temporal stream). We use features from the pool5 layer of
each stream as input to DSP, which are sequences of 2048D vectors.
NTU-RGBD [39]: is by far the largest 3D skeleton-based video action recog-
nition dataset. It has 56,880 video sequences across 60 classes, 40 subjects, and
80 views. The videos have on average 70 frames and consist of people perform-
ing various actions; each frame annotated for 25 3D human skeletal keypoints
(some videos have multiple people). According to different subjects and camera
views, two evaluation protocols are used, namely cross-view and cross-subject
evaluation [39]. We use the scheme in Shahroudy et al. [39] as our baseline in
which a temporal CNN (with residual units) is applied on the raw skeleton data.
We use the 256D features from the bottleneck layer (before their global average
pooling layer) as input to our scheme.
YUP++ dataset [18]: is a recent dataset for dynamic video-texture under-
standing. It has 20 scene classes with 60 videos in each class. Importantly, half
of the sequences in each class are collected by a static camera and the rest
are recorded by a moving camera. The latter is divided into two sub-datasets,
YUP++ stationary and YUP++ moving. As described in the [18], we apply
the same 1/9 train-test ratio for evaluation. There are about 100-150 frames per
sequence. We train an Inception-ResNet-v2 on the respective training set to gen-
erate the features and fine-tune a network that was pre-trained on the ImageNet
dataset. In detail, we apply the 1/9 train-test ratio and follow the standard
supervised training procedure of image-based tasks; following which we extract
frame-level features (1536D) from the second-last fully-connected layer.

4.2 Parameter Analysis

Evaluating the Choice of Noise: As is clear by now, the noise patterns
should be properly chosen, as it will affect how well the discriminative hyper-
planes characterize useful video features. To investigate the quality of UAP fea-
tures, we compare it with the baseline of choosing noise from a Gaussian distri-
bution with the data mean and standard deviation computed on the respective
video dataset (as done in the work of Wang et al. [54]). We repeat this exper-
iment 10-times on the HMDB-51 split-1 features. In Figure 2(a), we plot the
average classification accuracy after our pooling operation against an increasing
number of hyperplanes in the subspaces. As is clear, using UAP significantly
improves the performance against the alternative, substantiating our intuition.
Further, we also find that using more hyperplanes is beneficial, suggesting that
adding UAP to the features leads to a non-linear problem requiring more than
a single discriminator to capture the informative content.
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Fig. 2. Analysis of the hyper parameters used in our scheme. All experiments use
ResNet-152 features on HMDB-51 split-1 with a fooling rate of 0.8 in (a) and 6 hyper-
planes in (b). See text for details.

Evaluating Temporal Constraints: Next, we evaluate the merit of including
temporal-ordering constraints in the DSP objective, viz. (4). In Figure 2(a), we
plot the accuracy with and without such temporal order, using the same set-
tings as in the above experiment. As is clear, embedding temporal constraint
will help the discriminative subspace capture representations that are related to
the video dynamics, thereby showing better accuracy. In terms of the number
of hyperplanes, the accuracy increases about 3% from one hyperplane to when
using six hyperplanes, and drops around 0.5% from 6 hyperplanes to 15 hyper-
planes, suggesting that the number of hyperplanes (6 in this case) is sufficient
for representing most sequences.

UAP Fooling Rate: In Figure 2(b), we analyze the fooling rate of UAP that
controls the quality of the adversary to confuse the trained classifier. The higher
the fooling rate is, the more it will mix the information of the feature in different
classes. As would be expected, we see that increasing the fooling rate from 0.1
to 0.9 increases the performance of our pooling scheme as well. Interestingly, our
algorithm could perform relatively well without requiring a very high value of
the fooling rate. From [35], a lower fooling rate would reduce the amount of
data needed for generating the adversarial noise, making their algorithm com-
putationally cheaper. Further, comparing Figures 2(a) and 2(b), we see that
incorporating a UAP noise that has a fooling rate of even 10% does show sub-
stantial improvements in DSP performance against using Gaussian random noise
(70.8% in Figure 2(b) against 69.8% in Figure 2(a)).

Experimental Settings: Going by our observations in the above analysis, for
all the experiments in the sequel, we use six subspaces in our pooling scheme,
use temporal ordering constraints in our objective, and use a fooling rate of 0.8
in UAP. Further, as mentioned earlier, we use an exponential projection metric
kernel [11] for the final classification of the subspace descriptors using a ker-
nel SVM. Results using end-to-end learning are provided in the supplementary
materials.
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HMDB-51 NTU-RGBD YUP++

Spatial Temporal Two-stream Cross-subject Cross-view Stationary Moving

AP 46.7% [19] 60.0% [19] 63.8% [19] 74.3% [45] 83.1% [45] 85.1% 76.5%

MP 45.1% 58.5% 60.6% 65.4% 78.5% 81.8% 72.4%

DSP 58.5% 67.0% 72.5% 81.6% 88.7% 95.1% 88.3%

Table 1. The accuracy comparison between our Discriminative subspace pooling
(DSP) with standard Average pooling (AP) and Max pooling (MP).

HMDB-51

Method Accuracy

Temporal Seg. n/w [55] 69.4%
TS I3D [8] 80.9%
ST-ResNet [16] 66.4%
ST-ResNet+IDT [16] 70.3%
STM Network [17] 68.9%
STM Network+IDT [17] 72.2%
ShuttleNet+MIFS [40] 71.7%
GRP [10] 70.9%
SVMP [54] 71.0%
L2STM [49] 66.2%

Ours(TS ResNet) 72.4%
Ours(TS ResNet+IDT) 74.3%
Ours(TS I3D) 81.5%

NTU-RGBD

Method Cross-Subject Cross-View

VA-LSTM [59] 79.4% 87.6%
TS-LSTM [30] 74.6% 81.3%
ST-LSTM+Trust Gate [32] 69.2% 77.7%
SVMP [54] 78.5% 86.4%
GRP [10] 76.0% 85.1%
Res-TCN [45] 74.3% 83.1%

Ours 81.6% 88.7%

YUP++

Method Stationary Moving

TRN [18] 92.4% 81.5%
SVMP [54] 92.5% 83.1%
GRP [10] 92.9% 83.6%

Ours 95.1% 88.3%

Table 2. Comparisons to the state-of-the-art on each dataset following their respective
official evaluation protocols. We used three splits for HMDB-51. ‘TS’ refers to ‘Two-
Stream’.

4.3 Experimental Results

Compared with standard pooling: In Table 1, we show the performance of
DSP on the three datasets and compare to standard pooling methods such as
average pooling and max pooling. As is clear, we outperform the baseline results
by a large margin. Specifically, we achieve 9% improvement on the HMDB-51
dataset split-1 and 5%−8% improvement on the NTU-RGBD dataset. On these
two datasets, we simply apply our pooling method on the CNN features extracted
from the pre-trained model. We achieve a substantial boost (of up to 12%) after
applying our scheme.

Comparisons to the State of the Art: In Table 2, we compare DSP to
the state-of-the-art results on each dataset. On the HMDB-51 dataset, we also
report accuracy when DSP is combined hand-crafted features (computed using
dense trajectories [51] and summarized as Fisher vectors (IDT-FV)). As the
results show, our scheme achieves significant improvements over the state of
the art. For example, without IDT-FV, our scheme is 3% better than than the
next best scheme [55] (69.4% vs. 72.4% ours). Incorporating IDT-FV improves
this to 74.3% which is again better than other schemes. We note that the I3D
architecture [8] was introduced recently that is pre-trained on the larger Kinectics
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dataset and when fine-tuned on the HMDB-51 leads to about 80.9% accuracy.
To understand the advantages of DSP on pooling I3D model generated features,
we applied our scheme to their bottleneck features (extracted using the public
code provided by the authors) from the fine-tuned model. We find that our
scheme further improves I3D by about 0.6% showing that there is still room
for improvement for this model. On the other two datasets, NTU-RGBD and
YUP++, we find that our scheme leads to about 5–7% and 3–6% improvements
respectively, and outperforms prior schemes based on recurrent networks and
temporal relation models, suggesting that our pooling scheme captures spatio-
temporal cues much better than recurrent models.

Run Time Analysis: In Figure 3, we compare the run time of DSP with
similar methods such as rank pooling, dynamic images, and GRP. We used the
Matlab implementations of other schemes and used the same hardware platform
(2.6GHz Intel CPU single core) for our comparisons. To be fair, we used a single
hyperplane in DSP. As the plot shows, our scheme is similar in computations to
rank pooling and GRP.
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Fig. 3. Run time analysis of DSP against
GRP [10], RP [21], and Dynamic Im-
ages [5].

#frames 1 80 100 140 160 180 260

#classes 51 49 34 27 23 21 12

AP [8] 80.8 81.8 86.1 84.1 82.3 78.0 77.3

DSP (ours) 81.6 82.8 88.5 88.0 86.1 83.3 82.6

Table 3. Comparison of I3D perfor-
mance on sequences of increasing lengths
in HMDB-51 split-1.

Analysis of Results on I3D Features: To understand why the improvement
of DSP on I3D (80.9% against our 81.5%) is not significant (on HMDB-51) in
comparison to our results on other datasets, we further explored the reasons.
Apparently, the I3D scheme uses chunks of 64 frames as input to generate one
feature output. However, to obtain DSP representations, we need a sufficient
number of features per video sequence to solve the underlying Riemannian opti-
mization problem adequately, which may be unavailable for shorter video clips.
To this end, we re-categorized HMDB-51 into subsets of sequences according
to their lengths. In Table 4.3, we show the performance on these subsets and
the number of action classes for sequences in these subsets. As our results show,
while the difference between average pool (AP) (as is done in [8]) and DSP is less
significant when the sequences are smaller (<80 frames), it becomes significant
(>5%) when the videos are longer (>260 frames). This clearly shows that DSP
on I3D is significantly better than AP on I3D.
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Fig. 4. Visualizations of our DSP descriptor (when applied on raw RGB frames) on an
HMDB-51 video sequences. First column shows a sample frame from the video, second-
to-seventh columns show the six hyperplanes produced by DSP. Interestingly, we find
that each hyperplane captures different aspects of the sequences–first two mostly cap-
ture spatial, while the rest capture the temporal dynamics at increasing granularities.

Qualitative Results: In Figure 4, we visualize the hyperplanes that our scheme
produces when applied to raw RGB frames from HMDB-51 videos – i.e., instead
of CNN features, we directly feed the raw RGB frames into our DSP, with
adversarial noise generated as suggested in [35]. We find that the subspaces
capture spatial and temporal properties of the data separately; e.g., the first
two hyperplanes seem to capture mostly the spatial cues in the video (such
as the objects, background, etc.) while the rest capture mostly the temporal
dynamics at greater granularities. Note that we do not provide any specific
criteria to achieve this behavior, instead the scheme automatically seem to learn
such hyperplanes corresponding to various levels of discriminative information.
In the supplementary materials, we provide comparisons of this visualization
against those generated by PCA and generalized rank pooling [10].

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we investigated the problem of representation learning for video
sequences. Our main innovation is to generate and use synthetic noise, in the
form of adversarial perturbations, for producing our representation. Assuming
the video frames are encoded as CNN features, such perturbations are often seen
to affect vulnerable parts of the features. Using such generated perturbations to
our benefit, we propose a discriminative classifier, in a max-margin setup, via
learning a set of hyperplanes as a subspace, that could separate our synthetic
noise from data. As such hyperplanes need to fit to useful parts of the features
for achieving good performance, it is reasonable to assume they capture data
parts that are robust. We provided a non-linear objective for learning our sub-
space representation and explored efficient optimization schemes for computing
it. Experiments on several datasets explored the effectiveness of each component
in our scheme, demonstrating state-of-the-art performance on the benchmarks.
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1 Discriminative Subspace Pooling: Intuitions

In the following, we analyze the technicalities behind DSP in a very constrained
and simplified setting, that we believe will help it understand better. A rigorous
mathematical analysis of this topic is beyond the scope of this paper.

Let us use the notation X to denote a matrix of n data features, let Z be the
noise bag, and let ε be the adversarial noise. Then Z = X + ε, where ε is fixed
for the entire dataset. Simplifying our notation used in the main paper, let us
further assume we are looking for a single dimension w that could separate the
two bags X and Z. Then, this implies for example, in an ideal discriminative
setting, wTXi = 1,∀i = 1, 2, ..., n and wTZi = wT (Xi + ε) = −1,∀i = 1, ..., n.
Substituting the former into the latter, we have wT ε = −2. Combining, we have
a set of n+ 1 equations1 as follows:

wTXi = 1, i = 1, 2, ..., n (1)

wT ε = −2. (2)

Assuming ε is a direction in the feature space that could confuse a well-trained
classifier, the above set of equations suggest that when learning the discrimina-
tive hyperplane in a max-margin setup, our framework penalizes (at twice the
rate) directions that could be confusing.

2 End-to-End CNN Learning

As alluded to in the main paper, end-to-end CNN training through the discrim-
inative subspace pooling (DSP) layer can be done using methods that are quite
well-known. For a reader who might be unfamiliar with such methods, we pro-
vide a detailed exposition below. To set the stage for our discussions, we first
provide our CNN architecture with the DSP layer. This CNN model is depicted
in Figure 1. In the model, we assume the DSP layer takes as input the feature
map XL−1 from the previous layer (across all frames) and the adversarial noise

1 Practically, we should use inequalities to signify the half-spaces, but here we omit
such technicality.
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𝑋𝐿−2
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𝑋𝐿 𝐿(𝜎(𝑋𝐿), 𝑐)

Z

Fig. 1. Architecture of our end-to-end CNN with discriminative subspace pooling
(DSP) layer in between. We assume X` represents the feature map outputs from the
`-th CNN layer (from all frames in the sequence) denoted as f`, and S` represents its
respective parameters. The final loss is shows as L, σ(β) is the softmax function, and
c is the action class label. The parameter W is the subspace pooled output of the DSP
layer, and Z is the adversarial noise. Below the model, we provide the gradient that
we are after for enabling back-propagation through the DSP layer.

Z, and produces as output the subspace descriptor W ∗. This W ∗ goes through
another series of CNN fully connected layers before using it in a loss layer L (such
as cross-entropy) to be trained against a ground truth video class c. Among the
gradients of parameters S on the various blocks, the only non-trivial gradient is
the one for the block penultimate to the DSP layer, to update the parameters
SL−1 of this layer will require the gradient of the DSP block with respect to its
inputs XL−1 (the gradient that we are interested in is depicted below our CNN
model in Figure 1). The main challenge to have this gradient is that it is not
with regard to the weights W , but the outcome of the DSP optimization W ∗ –
which is an argmin problem, that is:

W ∗ = arg min
W

DSP(XL−1, Z). (3)

Given that the Riemannian objective might not be practically amenable to a
CNN setup (due to its components such as exponential maps, etc. that might be
expensive in a CNN setting), we use a slightly different objective in this setup,
given below (which is a variant of Eq. (3) in the main paper). We avoid the use of
the ordering constraints in our formulation, to simplify our notations (however
we use it in our experiments).

min
W

DSP(X) := Ω(W ) +

n∑
i=1

[
max

(
0, 1−max

(
yiW

>Xi
))]2

, (4)

where Ω(W ) =
∥∥WTW − Ip

∥∥2
F

is the subspace constraint specified as a regular-
ization. Recall that yi is binary label for frame i. With a slight abuse of notation
to avoid the proliferation of the CNN layer L in the derivations, we use X to con-
sist of both the data features and the adversarial noise features, as captured by
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their labels in y (y = −1 for adversarial noise features and 1 otherwise), and that
the pair (Xi, yi) denote the i-th column of X and its binary label respectively.

2.1 Gradients for Argmin

In this section, we derive the gradient ∂DSP(X)
∂X . We use the following the-

orem for this derivation, which is well-known as the implicit function theo-
rem [12], [15][Chapter 5] and recently reviewed in Gould et al. [23].

Theorem 1. Let DSP : Rd×n → Rd×p be our discriminative subspace pooling
operator on n features each of dimension d (defined as in (4)). Then, its gradient
wrt Xi is given by:

∇Xi DSP(W ;X) = − {∇WW DSP(W ;X)}−1∇XiW DSP(W ;Xi)
∣∣∣
W=W∗

(5)

The above theorem suggests that to get the required gradient, we only need
to find the second derivatives of our objective. To simplify notation, let P (t, q)
denote a d× p matrix, with all zeros, except the q-th column which is t. Then,
for all i satisfying max(yiW

TXi) < 1, we have the second-order derivatives as
follows:

∇WW DSP(W ;X) = Ω′′(W ) + 2
∑
i

vec (P (αj(i), j(i))) vec (P (αj(i), j(i)))
T
,

(6)
where j(i) = arg maxq yiW

TXi and αj(i) = yiX
i, q capturing the dimension-

index that takes the largest of yiW
TXi, which is a p× 1 vector. Similarly,

∇XiW DSP(W ;X) = 2 vec (P (αj(i), j(i))) vec (P (β, j(i)))
T
, (7)

where j and αj are as defined above, while β = P (yiW, j(i)). Note that ∇WW is
a pd× pd matrix, while ∇XiW is a pd× d matrix. While, it may seem expensive
to compute these large matrices, note that it requires only the vectors yiX

i

as its elements which are cheap to compute, and the argmin takes only linear
time in p, which is quite small (6 in our experiments). However, computing the
matrix inverse of ∇WW can still be costly. To avoid this, we use a diagonal
approximation to it.

Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the convergence and the action classification
error in the end-to-end learning setup on the HMDB-51 dataset split1 using a
ResNet-152 model.

3 Classifying DSP descriptors Using Neural Networks

Besides, the above end-to-end setup, below we investigate an alternative setup
that mixes frameworks – that is, use a Riemannian framework to generate our
DSP descriptors, and a multi-layer perceptron for video classification. That is,
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Fig. 2. Convergence of our end-to-end training setup on HMDB-51 split1.

we explore the possibility of training a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) on the
discriminatively pooled subspace descriptors, as against a non-linear SVM (using
the exponential projection metric kernel) suggested in the main paper. This is
because, an SVM-based classifier might not be scalable when working with very
large video datasets. In Figure 3, we compare the performance of this experiment
on HMDB-51 split-1. For the MLP, we use the following architecture: we first
introduce a 1× p vector to do a linear pooling of the p columns produced by the
DSP scheme. The resultant d× 1 vector is then passed through a d× 51 weight
matrix learned against the data labels after a softmax function. We use RELU
units after the weight matrix, and use cross-entropy loss.
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Fig. 3. Accuracy comparisons when using
non-linear SVM and multi-layer percep-
tron for classifying the DSP descriptors
(on HMDB-51 split1).

RGB Flow

DSP (SVM) 58.5 67.0

DSP (end-to-end) 56.2 65.0

Table 1. Comparison between end-
to-end learning and SVM-based
DSP classification on HMDB-51
split-1 with ResNet152.

The result in Figure 3 suggests that the non-linear kernels perform better
than using the MLP, especially when the number of hyperplanes p is large. This
might be because the 1 × k vector could not capture as much information of
each hyperplane as the exponential projection metric kernel does. Note that the
subspaces are non-linear manifold objects, and thus the linear pooling operation
could be sub-optimal. However, the result of MLP is still better than the baseline
result shown in the Table 1 in the main paper. We also provide the result from
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end-to-end learning setup in the Table 1, which is slightly lower than the one from
SVM setup; which we believe is perhaps because of the diagonal approximations
to the Hessians that we use in our back-propagation gradient formulations (see
the end of Section 2.

4 Additional Qualitative Experiment Results

In the main paper, we make comparison between non-linear kernel on DSP
against a linear kernel on AP and MP, which some may argue as unfair, as
the latter kernel is expected to me much more richer than the former (and thus
it is unclear if the performance in DSP comes from the use of the non-linear
kernel or the representation itself). To this end, we explore the impact of various
kernel choices for the methods. Note that the output of the DSP representa-
tion is a matrix with orthogonal columns and is an element of the non-linear
Stiefel manifold, which to the best of our knowledge, cannot be embedded into a
linear space of finite dimensions without distortions. Thus, using a linear SVM
may be mathematically incorrect. That said, however, we evaluate the idea in
Table 2(left): (i) use a linear classifier (SVM) on DSP and (ii) use non-linear
classifier on other features (RBF kernel+SVM). As is clear, linear SVM on DSP
is 4-8% inferior and using non-linear SVM on AP/MP did not improve over
DSP – demonstrating that it is not the classifier that helps, rather it is the DSP
representation itself.

RGB(L) Flow(L) RGB(NL) Flow(NL)

AP 46.7 60.0 44.2 57.8

MP 45.1 58.5 40.6 56.1

DSP 50.4 63.2 58.5 67.0

RGB Flow R+F NTU-S NTU-V YUP-S YUP-M

RP 48.6 58.3 65.2 71.6 80.5 91.3 81.6

GRP 53.3 63.4 70.9 76.0 85.1 92.9 83.6

DSP 58.5 67.0 72.4 81.6 88.7 95.1 88.3

Table 2. Left: Comparison between different classifiers (L)inear and non-linear (NL)
on HMDB-51 split-1 with ResNet152. Right:Comparison of DSP against other pooling
schemes, esp. rank pooling (RP) and generalized (bi-directional) rank pooling (GRP)
on HMDB-51 (two-stream ResNet-152), NTU, and YUP datasets (following the official
evaluation protocol)

Apart from that, we also make comparison with the Generalized Rank Pool-
ing (GRP) scheme[10], which is one of the most important baseline method
mentioned in the main paper. Table 2(right) shows the results on all the three
datasets. As is seen, DSP still outperforms these prior methods. For RP and
GRP, we used the public code from the authors without any modifications. We
used 6 subspaces for GRP after cross-validation.

4.1 More on Noise Selection

In this section, we explore other alternatives to noise selection, as against the
adversarial noise (UAP) we used in the main paper. First, we use different levels
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Fig. 4. (a) SNR plot with Gaussian noise and (c) Dropout to generate negative features.

of Gaussian noise (signal-to-noise ratio); the results are shown in Figure 4(a).
As the magnitude of noise increases, accuracy do increase, however is below
that achieved when using UAP. A second alternative to UAP2 is to add drop-
out to build the noise bag. The result is provided in Figure 4(b). Specifically,
instead of UAP, we use a negative bag containing features after dropout on the
original video features. We increase dropout ratio in the plot, which does improve
accuracy, however is below UAP.

Fig. 5. We make qualitative comparisons of DSP subspaces against those learned via
PCA and GRP [10].

2 We thank an ECCV reviewer for suggesting this alternative.
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4.2 Qualitative Comparisons to PCA and GRP

In Figure 5, we make comparison between the visualization of subspaces from
DSP, PCA and GRP. From these two set of examples, We find that the type
of discriminative subspaces that DSP learns is quite different from the other
two. Interestingly, we find that DSP disentangles the appearance and dynamics;
however that is not the case in PCA or GRP; even when GRP uses temporal-
ordering constraints on top of PCA.
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